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ENERGIZE YOUR PEOPLE

Overview: Beyond Engagement 

 

 

Energized Employees Get Better Results
We think organizations are a bit like Smartphones; when they’re fully juiced, productivity is 
uninterrupted – when they run out of juice, some of the most important calls don’t get made 
and some of the most important messages don’t get sent. That’s why we at Juice Inc. are so 
focused on energy - we know that energized employees fuel great customer experiences and 
better business results. 

Our obsession with energy goes even deeper. We believe that every 
employee deserves to have energy left over at the end of the day – energy 
for themselves, their partners, their kids, and their communities. And our 
work with organizations over the past 20 years has revealed the biggest 
obstacle to energized workplaces: how leaders think about engagement. 
Leaders who leverage the science of energy will unlock their people’s 
potential and fuel great customer experiences, innovative ideas and deliver 
great business results. 

Based on the book Beyond Engagement, this interactive training will equip  leaders and teams 
with the knowledge, skills and tools that are critical to partnering with people to remove 
interference and optimize energy by understanding and tapping into what matters most to their 
people.  

BE MANAGER’S TOOLKIT:  To supplement the classroom learning, the BE Manager’s 
Toolkit provides participants with an implementation guide and a complete suite 
of tools to bring the Beyond Engagement framework and tools to life back at work. 



•      Achieve results by partnering with people without micro-managing.  

•      Explore the five driving needs framework and apply it in a variety of leadership contexts. 

•      Get the best out of people by minimizing the things that fractionalize their performance. 

•      Boost engagement and energy with their team by tapping into what matters most. 

•      Identify and harmonize competing needs and priorities. 

•      Use practical tools to improve how you engage others in achieving results. 
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Learning Objectives

Service Offerings

 

 

Beyond Engagement 

“If we get the employee experience right, the 
employees take care of our customers, which in 
turn will improve our results.”  

One-Day Customized BE Training

Beyond Engagement Manager’s Toolkit

Customized Leadership Team Working Sessions 

Plus, high impact and inspiring keynotes for your staff 
or leadership forums delivered by the founder of 
Juice Inc., Brady Wilson. Brady Wilson

WWW.JUICE INC.COM

Participants will learn to:


